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MODELING MICRO-ELECTRONICS DRILL BIT BEHAVIOR WITH ABAQUS 

STANDARD 

Charles A. Anderson, Los Alamos National Laboratory 

Eston Ricketson, Tycom Corporation 

ABSTRACT 

Modeling of drill bit behavior under applied forces as well as modeling of the drilling process 

itself can aid in the understanding of the relative importance of the various drill bit process 

parameters and can eventuaIly lead to improved drill bit designs. In this paper we illustrate the 

application of ABAQUSStandard to the stress and deformation analysis of rnicrozlectronics 

drill bits that are used in d d a c t u r i n g  printed circuit boards. Effects of varying point 

geometry, web taper and flute length on the stress and deformation in a drill bit are illustrated. 
- 

Modeling of drill bit behavior under applied forces as well as modcling of the drilling process 

itself can aid in the understandq of the relative importance of the various drill bit p m a s  

parameters and can eventually lead to improved drill bit designs. Previous modeling etFortr on 

drill bit design have k n  concerned with analytical descriptions for drilf bit geometry or for the 

grinding wheel profile quired to produce the geometry [I]. In addition, analytical and one- 

dimensional finite element models have been used to study initial penetration &ects a d  

vibrational characteristics of drill bits 121, [3]. The modcls have &en verified against 

esperimental data. 



Because of the hvisted cross section and the taper as well as complex point geometry, numerical 

models that are usem for design purposes are inherendy threeidirncnsional in nature. The fkte 

element method allows the designer to take into account the complex geometry of drill bits and 

provide predictions of the stress and deformational behavior for given loading conditions. Real 

material property data can be used for these predictions and therefore the capability for predicting 

drill bit strength, durability or fracture behavior is within reach Finally, parameter studies a n  

be camed out to e.&e how changes in geometry or material properties can reduce undesirable 

stress or deformation of drill bits, leading to improved designs. This process of interactive 

analysis is shown schematically in Figure 1. 

We now discuss the inputs (geometry, material behavior and loading scenario) to the finite 

element analysis procedure! To create the geometry and the finite element mesh wc use the drill 

bit tip definition (i.e. the point angle and the primary and secondary fjct angles) to construct a 

geometry of thc drill bit tip, which is basically a definition of the tip outer surfaces. The drill 

- 

bit tip outer surfaces, together with web thickness and land, then define the cross section of thc 

drill bit. We then e x - d e  the cross section through the helix angle to form the full drill bit 

geometry. Once this geometry is defmed, the PATRAN [4] code generates a thtee-dimensional 

finite element mesh that, together with the material properties and loads, defmes the finite 

element equations that will be cvenhxally solved for deformation and stress. Figures 2 and 3 

illustrate two views of the geometry and the nsuiting frnite element mesh that were created by 

this procedure. Typical finite element meshes that can resolve the stress fields in a drill bit will 

comprise 10 to 50 thousand elements. 

A wide range of material models are available currently in finite element codes to represent the 

basic drill bit material behavior. In the work presented here we use elastic-plastic material 

models to represent drill bit behavior from small strains (elastic) out to large strains (fully 



plastic). This material model is shown schematically in Figure 4 for tungsten carbide material 

that has been doped with 8% cobalt for enhanced ductility. 

The remaining ingredient that is input to the finite dement analysis code is a description of the 

forces on the drill bit being analyzd These foroes are determined by the cutting action of thc 

drill bit acting on the workpiece and depend, to a first approximatioq on the shcar strength d 

the worirpiece material and the geometry of the cutting surfaces. Much m n t  work is being 

done on understanding the mechanics of cutting, again using the finite element method as the 

analysis method. The results of the work (see, for e.uample Reference 5)  provide the input forces 

(loads) required for the stress and deformation analysis of drill bits. 

These three ingredients - mesh description, material data, and forces - can then be used in a finite 

dement analysis code to sohe for the deformation and strrsscs in the drill bit. For puxcly elastic 

behavior this results in the one time solution of a large set of equations 
- 

[KI {u) = {F) 

where w] is the stiffness matrix, (u) are the displaccmnu at the nodes of the frnite element 

mesh, and {F) are the applied foras. The stiffness matrix incorporates the drill bit geomeuy 

and the elastic constants. For clastic-plastic behavior the equations must be solved 

incrementally with load and iteratively at each load increment Once the displacements {u} are 

determined, the stresses in the drill bit can be calculated. 

We have used this proctdure to determine the stress fields in a microelectronics drill bit that has 

been twisted by a torque at the tip of the drill bit while being ftved rigidly as positioned in a 

chuck at the opposite end. The finite element mesh for the geometry was made up of over 

10,OOO elements and the calculations were canied out on a Silicon Graphics Power Challenge 

workstation The ABAQUS code [6] was used for the analysis and display of results. Figures 5 



and 6 illustrate contour plots of the maximum and minimum principal stresses in a section d 

the drill bit. The maximum principal stress occurs at the base of the flute and does not e . d  

the tensile yield strength of the material. The minimum principle stresses of Figure 6 are 

negative and thus compressive in nature. 

Once a finite element model is created as d e s c n i  previously, it is Straightfo~rard to cany out 

an analysis for the mode shapes and natural frequencies of thc drill bit. This information is 

useful in dynamic behavior of drill bits and has been used in the past to quantify the 

phenomenon of drill bit wandering [2]. Analysis for ~ t u r ; l l  frequexies can also be used in the 

design process where changing the drill bit we thickness or material properties can change the 

natural frequencies and, for inrtance, avoid drill bit chatter caused by coincidence of forcing and 

n a h d  frequencies. f 

We analyzd the above fine clement model for ~ t d  frequencies and mode shapes. The results 

are shown in Figure 7. The mode shapes are beam bending for a cantilcver beam 

We have illustrated the application of f i n k  element amlysis to thc problem of drill bit design 

involving only geometry and dativeiy simple ebstic-pkstic material behavior. Prediction d 

hole quality and drill bit wear and durability npuires more complex finite element models 

involving heat tmsfer, intexactive fonxs betweenthe drill bit and the wokpiece. and fracture d 

drill bit materials. The software for the ingredients of a complex model is cmnt ly  availablc in 

finite element codes (e.g., ABAQUS possesses a coupled heat d e r  option as well as contact 

surfaces that could model interaction between drill bit and workpiece) but cornidexable floe 

would be required to tie the pieces together into a singIe predictive simulation tool. In addition 

to the complexity of behavior that is k i n g  modeled, the problems would be inherently nonlinear 

and issues of convergence of numerical solutions must be addressed. Finally, optimization d 



the predictive procedure to allow the software to operate on a workstation would be a substantial 

effort also. 
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Fig. 1. Process of inkratkc drill bit design using f'fc ckmcnt aruiysis. 
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Fig. 2. Finite clement mcsh of a standard design microclcctmnics drill bit illustrating k 
pint geometry. 
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Fig. 3 Full mesh view of a nandard microelectronics drill bit. Thc mesh compnscs 11654 
elcmcnrs and lm66 nodes. 
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Fig. -1. Elastic-planic tungsten &idc (S% Cobalt) sfrcss-smin CWC uxd in thc f i i i c  
element calculations of drill bit bcbvior. 
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Maximum Principle Stress (MPa) 
Fig. 5. Contours of ma.ximum principal s a s s  at a mid-section of a micmefectronics drill bit 

subjected to a wis ing  moment. 

Minimum Principle Stress (MPa) 
Fig. 6.  Contours of minimum principal stress at a mid-section of a micmelecmnks d d l  bit 

subjected to a twisting moment. 
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Mode 1 

Fig. 7. First two rnodc shapcs corrcsponding to cantilcvcr beam bending for 3 
nucroclcctronics drill bit 3s calculated by the ABAQUS codc. The corrcsponding 
natural frcqucncics arc I72 Hz and 1052 Hz rcspctivcly. 


